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NEW QUESTION: 1

A new employee has the task of assigning roles to the groups
who will be using the Web GUI. Which role does the employee
need to operate his duties?
A. ncw__admin
B. configurator
C. iscadmins
D. operator
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following best explains why it is important to
link manager rewards to effective communications?
A. It guarantees manager support
B. It focuses on the need for improved managers communication
skills
C. It holds managers accountable for the roles they play in
communications
D. It ensures employees receive the intended message
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A WHERE clause in SQL specifies that a SQL Data Manipulation
Language (DML) statement should only affect rows that meet
specified criteria. The criteria are expressed in the form of
predicates. WHERE clauses are not mandatory clauses of SQL DML
statements, but can be used to limit the number of rows
affected by a SQL DML statement or returned by a query.
A pen tester is trying to gain access to a database by
inserting exploited query statements with a WHERE clause. The
pen tester wants to retrieve all the entries from the database
using the WHERE clause from a particular table (e.g.
StudentTable).
What query does he need to write to retrieve the information?
A. SELECT * FROM StudentTable WHERE roll_number = '' or '1' =
'1'
B. DUMP * FROM StudentTable WHERE roll_number = 1 AND 1=1C. EXTRACT* FROM StudentTable WHERE roll_number = 1 order by
1000
D. RETRIVE * FROM StudentTable WHERE roll_number = 1'#
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
An engineer wants to setup WPA2 enterprise using EAP TLS and a
remote RADIUS server. Which device(s) does the engineer specify
the EAP type on?
A. The authentication server only

B. The supplicant and authentication server
C. The supplicant only
D. The supplicant and authenticator
E. The authenticator and authentication server
Answer: B
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